
Instructions for 'Beaded Hoop Earrings - Gold/Garnet' Kit
Project KE-GP-027U   [Skill Level: Intermediate]
Designer: Kat Silvia

Project Components  | NOTE: To account for potential mistakes, there may be extra pieces of some types of findings.

6 - gold jump rings 2 - gold earring loop finding

6 - matte gold teardrop beads 24 - gold 22g headpins

26 - garnet purple beads

Recommended Tools (not included)
Chain Nose Pliers, Cutters, Round Nose Pliers

Techniques Taught:
How to make a wrapped wire loop, How to open a jump ring

Instructions: For video instructions, go to www.beadaholique.com/how-to-make-the-beaded-hoop-earrings-an-exclusive-beadaholique-
kit.html

Take one headpin and string on one teardrop bead with the larger end facing the end of the pin.1. 

Make a wrapped wire loop*. Wrap three times. Trim any excess wire.2. 

Continue to make the wrapped wire loops. Note: To complete both earrings you will make a total of 6 teardrop beads with wrapped
wire loops and 18 fire polish beads with wrapped wire loops.

3. 

Open one jump ring* and attach three fire polish dangles (wrapped wire loops with beads) and one teardrop dangle. Close the jump
ring. Repeat this step twice more.

4. 

To assemble, take one loose fire polish bead and string it on to the earring loop, string on one of the jump rings with the dangles on
it. Repeat twice more. Then finish by stringing one more loose fire polish bead.

5. 

Take your chain nose pliers are bend the last quarter inch of the beading hoop up so that it slips into the hole easily.6. 

Assemble the second earring by following the instructions above.7. 

*To see how to do this technique, please refer to the included techniques guide. Thank you!
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